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Overall distribution and mass of stars, gas and DM, and
various components (disk, bulge, halo)

•

Age and abundance distribution

•

Dynamics, orbits, rotation curve

•

Star formation histories and chemical evolution throughout the
galaxy
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What’s in our toolbox?
• Deep photometry: stellar populations, structure, detailed star
formation histories
• Time series photometry: variables
• Spectroscopy: radial velocities, abundances, rough ages
• Astrometry: parallax/distance, proper motions
• Asteroseismology: precise stellar masses and ages
• Models/Simulations: important to understand the
mechanisms going on in the galaxy
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Important Conclusions So Far
Milky Way Halo
• Discovery

of many new stellar streams and dwarf satellites (~45 and counting),
hierarchical galaxy formation

• Still

not enough to fully solve the missing satellites problem

• Halo

traced to ~100 kpc. Significant fraction of halo comes from a small number of
“massive” accreted satellite

SDSS Field of Streams and Dwarf Galaxies

DES Streams

Milky Way Satellites

Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015)
Belokurov et al. (2006)

Shipp et al. (2018)

Important Conclusions So Far
Bulges
• Both

MW+M31 have boxy bulges dominated by bars, MW has X-shaped bulge

• MW

bulge chemistry very similar to inner thick disk

• MW

bulge likely just the bar formed from thin/thick disks

MW X-shaped Bulge

M31 Boxy Bulge/Bar

MW bulge disk model

Filtered WISE imaging

Ness & Lang (2016)

Fragkoudi et al. (2018)

Beaton et al. (2007)

Important Conclusions So Far
Magellanic Clouds + dwarfs
• MCs

very likely have their own system of satellites, very extended stellar populations,
hierarchical galaxy formation

• MCs
• Will

fell into MW potential a couple Gyrs ago.

contribute 109 Mo masses of gas to hot halo and eventually to the MW disk

• LMC

has very extended stellar component, formed “outside-in”. Very extended old disk,
SF disk shrunk over time as gas used up. Same in other nearby dwarf galaxies.
LMC SFH - shrinking SF disk
HI Magellanic Stream

Nidever et al. (2010)

Extended LMC Stellar Populations

Mackey et al. (2016)

Meschin et al. (2014)

Important Conclusions So Far
M31
• Thickened

disk with persistent star formation ring at 10 kpc over 500 Myr

• Global

and massive SF event 2-4 Gyr ago likely due to to significant
interaction event

• Global

halo mapped, signs of multiple large interactions and debris
M31 Halo Metallicity Map

Martin et al. (2013)

M31 10 kpc star forming ring

Lewis et al. (2015)

Important Conclusions So Far
M31+MW
• Very

different halo masses/shapes/metallicities, from different accretion
histories, even though similar total masses and neighbors

Planes of satellites
• Satellites arranged in planes (some co-rotating) around MW+M31 and other

galaxies
Plane of Satellites
M31 Stellar Halo - M=8x109

α=3.2

Gilbert et al. (2012)

MW Stellar Halo - M=7x108

α=4.0

Cohen et al. (2017)

Pawlowski et al. (2015)
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but need more data.

• How

do dwarf galaxies form? What is their chemical evolution? What role did
deionization play in their evolution? Need high-res spectra + deep photometry
to look at SFH.

• Was there a “Magellanic group” of galaxies that fell into MW.
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•

Comprehensive MW dwarf and halo substructure search/project: LSST+spectroscopic
telescopes

•

Dwarf galaxy hierarchical formation. Need large, deep photometric, spectroscopic, astrometric
surveys of nearby dwarfs: LSST, DESI, APOGEE, Gaia

•

Simulations: Multiple realizations of high-resolution hydro-chemodynamical simulations to
compare to the observations

•

Analysis Environment: Flexible and user-friendly analysis environment to work with big data and
simulations.

The End

